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and then experiences the symptoms of poisoning (US). Following CTA training, animals will
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avoid the taste that was previously associated with malaise. This defensive reaction to a
learned fear can be extinguished by repeated exposure to the CS alone (CS-only; CSO-
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EXT). However, following a latency period in which the CS is not presented, the CTA will

Periaqueductal gray

spontaneously recover (SR). Through the use of an explicitly unpaired extinction procedure

c-Fos

(EU-EXT) we have shown that we can speed up extinction and attenuate SR of the CTA. Here

Conditioned taste aversion

we compared and contrasted the ability of CSO and EU extinction procedures to affect c-Fos

CTA

expression in the periaqueductal gray (PAG). Fluid-deprived Sprague–Dawley rats acquired

Extinction

a strong CTA [via 3 pairings of 0.3% oral saccharin (SAC; the CS) and 81 mg/kg i.p. lithium

Spontaneous recovery

chloride (LiCl; the US)] followed by extinction trials consisting of multiple exposures to ei-

Learning

ther, (a) the CS every-other day (CSO-EXT), or (b) CS and US on alternate days (EU-EXT). A

Memory
PAG

different group of rats did not receive multiple CS exposures and served as a “no extinction”
(NE) control. Both extinction procedures resulted in ≥ 90% reacceptance of SAC (achieving
asymptotic extinction). Some of the animals were sacrificed for c-Fos immunohistochemical analysis following asymptotic extinction. Other rats entered a 30-day latency period
where they drank water only. These remaining animals were then tested for SR with a
final exposure to SAC before being sacrificed for c-Fos immunohistochemistry. As reported
previously, rats in the CS-only group exhibited a significant SR of the CTA. However, animals in the EU extinction group reached asymptotic extinction more rapidly than did CSO
rats and they did not show SR of the CTA. As compared to rats that retained their CTA,
both groups of extinguished rats showed suppression in the number of c-Fos-labeled neurons in all 4 longitudinal columns of the PAG. The number of c-Fos-labeled cells in the
PAG was generally low but there was a reliable increase in c-Fos expression in dorsolateral
PAG (dlPAG) following the SR test in the brains of rats that went through the EU-EXT procedure as compared with those that either went through the more-traditional CSO extinction
procedure or experienced no extinction at all. The number of c-Fos-labeled neurons in the
dlPAG was significantly correlated with the amount of SAC consumed at the SR test. Surprisingly, the brains of EU-extinguished rats and CSO extinguished rats did not differ in
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the number of c-Fos-labeled neurons in gustatory neocortex, medial prefrontal cortex,
basolateral amygdala, or the central nucleus of the amygdala. Thus, behavioral differences
in SR between the EU and CSO extinction animals were not represented by corresponding
changes in the neural activity of several brain nuclei classically associated with extinction
learning. However a detailed analysis of PAG c-Fos expression provided hints about some
of the physiological changes evoked by these 2 extinction paradigms that produce very different behavioral outcomes. The findings are clinically relevant as we seek the development of treatments for deficits in fear extinction (e.g. PTSD, phobias).
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

Many fears are learned when a previously neutral stimulus (CS)
becomes associated with a naturally aversive one (US) through
the process of Pavlovian conditioning (Pavlov, 1927). Therapy
for anxiety disorders such as phobias and PTSD often utilize
techniques based on learning theory that are aimed at breaking
or weakening the CS+ US bond (Norrholm et al., 2011). These exposure therapies are essentially a type of extinction that typically attempt to reduce fears by presenting the now-aversive
CS without the US (CS-only extinction, CSO; Graham et al.,
2011). Unfortunately, fears can re-emerge following the passage
of time (i.e., spontaneous recovery; SR) or through other forms
of relapse (Bouton, 1993; Rescorla and Heth, 1975).
Substantial recent efforts have been made to devise more
effective therapies that reduce or eliminate the SR or relapse
of fears (Kaplan et al., 2011). Moreover, there has been great
interest in identifying the brain areas and neurochemical
mechanisms involved in the acquisition, extinction, and SR
of conditioned emotional responses (CERs) (for a recent review see Herry et al., 2010) so that more-effective behavioral
(Urcelay et al., 2009) and pharmacological therapies (Debiec
et al., 2011; Graham et al., 2011) may be developed. This
work has been quite fruitful and we now know, for example,
that the mPFC, amygdala, hippocampus, and the midbrain
periaqueductal gray are involved in various aspects of the extinction of conditioned fears (Barad, 2005; Li et al., 2009;
McNally et al., 2004; Peters et al., 2009; Quirk and Mueller,
2008; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011; Sotres-Bayon and Quirk,
2010).
In order to take advantage of our knowledge about how
learning, more generally, could influence development of
therapies for fear and anxiety, Groblewski et al. (2009) have
called for studies that go beyond the CER. Our recent research
has been investigating the conditioned taste aversion (CTA)
(Garcia, et al., 1955). Rats will avoid a taste that has been previously associated with malaise (Mickley et al., 2004, 2005).
The CTA has been described as a defensive reaction to a
learned fear (Parker, 2003) but the extent to which fear mediates the aversion is not settled (Akirav et al., 2009). Still, it is
a form of aversive learning that is biologically meaningful
and has distinct characteristics (e.g., rapid acquisition and resistance to extinction; Nolan et al., 1997) that may make it a
useful model as we seek therapies for anxiety disorders such
as phobias and PTSD. Further, CTA extinction employs some
of the same neural circuits as does the extinction of CERs.
Specifically, we have reported changes in neural activity
(as measured through c-Fos immunohistochemistry) in the

amygdala and mPFC that correlate with various stages of extinction and SR of a CTA (Mickley et al., 2004, 2005, 2007).
Additional behavioral studies from our laboratory indicate
that there are techniques that may be employed to modulate
the speed and stability of CTA extinction. For example, we
have reported that, by explicitly unpairing the CS and US during
extinction training (i.e., through alternate day presentations;
EU-EXT), we could speed the rate of extinction and substantially
reduce SR (Mickley et al., 2009) when compared to extinction
procedures during which the CS-only is presented (CSO-EXT).
These studies build on the reports of other labs indicating that
the EU-extinction procedure can thwart renewal of conditioned
fears (Rauhut et al., 2001; Thomas et al., 2005).
Given the distinctive behavioral outcomes produced by the
EU-EXT and CSO-EXT paradigms, the current study was aimed
at describing neural correlates that distinguish between these 2
methodologies. In particular, we focused on c-Fos protein expression in the PAG following CTA extinction and SR tests. It is
well known that the PAG is involved in defensive reactions to
natural and learned fears (Carrive, 1993) and stimulation of the
PAG produces an increase in running, jumping, blood pressure,
tachycardia, and blood flow redistribution (Morgan et al., 1998).
We also selected the PAG for analysis since it has a close functional connection with the mPFC and amygdala — structures
that contribute to modulation of emotional responses (Floyd et
al., 2000; Pare et al., 2004; Peters et al., 2009; Price, 2005; UlrichLai and Herman, 2009) and extinction of conditioned fears
(McNally et al., 2004, 2005). The PAG is not part of the classically
identified neural circuit that subserves CTA learning (Yamamoto, 1993; Yamamoto and Fujimoto, 1991; Yamamoto et al., 1994,
1997). However, the mPFC and amygdala that connect with
PAG and mediate CER extinction and renewal (Bruchey et al.,
2007; Quirk and Mueller, 2008) also play important roles in CTA
extinction and SR (Mickley et al., 2004, 2005, 2007).
Here we report that CTA extinction, produced by either EUEXT or CSO-EXT methods, produced suppression in the number
c-Fos immunoreactive neurons in the PAG. However, following
the SR test, there was a significant increase in c-Fos expression
in the dlPAG only in the group of rats that experienced EU-EXT
and did not exhibit SR of the CTA.

2.

Results

2.1.

CTA acquisition

Following three saccharin (SAC) and lithium chloride (LiCl)
pairings all rats had acquired a strong CTA. SAC consumption
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decreased steadily over the three conditioning days and the first
day of extinction for all animals and all groups. A t-test revealed
that there was a significant drop in the SAC consumed on the
first day of naive SAC exposure as compared to the first day of
extinction (i.e., following 3 SAC+ LiCl pairings) [t (38)= 9.56;
p < 0.001].
To verify that the rats in our 3 treatment groups (CSO-EXT,
EU-EXT, and NE; see Table 1) had acquired the same level of
aversion to SAC during the CTA acquisition phase of the
study, the SAC consumption on the first day of extinction
was compared using a one-way ANOVA [treatment groups
(CSO-EXT, EU-EXT, and NE)]. The mean volumes of SAC consumed on the first day of extinction training by rats in all 3
groups were not significantly different from one another.

2.2.

CTA extinction and spontaneous recovery

As reported previously (Mickley et al., 2009) rats exposed to
the EU-EXT method extinguished the CTA rapidly and did
not exhibit spontaneous recovery as compared to rats that experienced the CSO-EXT procedure. A t-test revealed that rats
in the EU-EXT group took significantly fewer days to extinguish
their CTA than did the CSO-EXT extinction group [t (21)= 3.00;
p = 0.007; see Figs. 1 and 3]. Further, the CSO-EXT animals exhibited SR of the CTA, but the EU-EXT group did not (see Fig. 2). Rats
in the explicitly unpaired extinction group drank about the
same amount of SAC on the day of extinction as they did
on the 30-Day SR test day. However, rats in the CSO-EXT
group drank significantly less SAC on the day of the SR test
than on the day these animals reached asymptotic extinction
[t (5) = 2.72; p = 0.042]. Likewise, SAC drinking at the SR test was
significantly less in the CSO-EXT rats than in the EU-EXT rats
[t (9) = 2.47; p = 0.036]. There was no indication that rats going
through the EU-EXT procedure formed an aversion to the
very-familiar water. Rats in the 3 extinction groups (CSO, EU
and NE) drank similar amounts of fluid each day.

Fig. 1 – Mean days (±SEM) required to extinguish a CTA. Rats
in the explicitly unpaired extinction group (EU-EXT) took
significantly fewer days to extinguish the learned fear than
the CS-only extinction group (CSO-EXT). * = Significantly
different from the CSO-EXT group (p < 0.05).

2.3.
SAC drinking in rats that did not go through CTA
extinction (NE condition)
The non-extinguished (NE) rats did not go through an extinction procedure but were given an opportunity to drink SAC
on the same day their yoked pair reached asymptotic extinction or was given a test for SR of the CTA. All of these rats
maintained a strong CTA throughout the study. The SAC consumed by rats in the NE group at the test coinciding with the
yoked pair's achievement of asymptotic extinction was
0.456 ml ± 0.295 (mean ± SEM). At the time of the “SR test”
these NE rats drank only 0.086 ml ± 0.026 (mean ± SEM). These
levels of SAC consumption were not significantly different

Table 1 – Group designations and summary of procedures.
Group designation

CS-Only Extinction (CSO-EXT)
Explicitly unpaired extinction
(EU-EXT)
No extinction (NE)
1

Extinction 3

Conditioning

Day 6 Odd Days Even Days

30-day Number
SR test 4 of rats 5

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

SAC 1+LiCl 2
SAC + LiCl

Water
Water

SAC + LiCl
SAC + LiCl

Water
Water

SAC + LiCl
SAC + LiCl

Water
Water

SAC
SAC

Water + SAL
Water + LiCl

SAC
SAC

12/6/6
11/5/6

SAC + LiCl

Water

SAC + LiCl

Water

SAC + LiCl

Water

Water

Water + SAL

SAC

16/9/7

SAC = 30 min presentation of the 0.3%, weight by volume, saccharin salt solution. The SAC was dissolved in deionized water and presented to
animals in a single bottle test.
2
LiCl = Injection of lithium chloride (81 mg/kg; 1 ml/kg; i.p.), dissolved in physiological saline.
3
Extinction = EU-EXT refers to the method in which SAC and LiCl were administered to animals on alternate days throughout the extinction
phase of the study. SAC was administered every-other day to animals designated as CSO-EXT, but physiological saline (SAL, i.p.) injections were
administered in lieu of lithium chloride, as a control measure, on water-only days. Note that animals in the NE group were never given extinction training, but were instead given only water throughout this phase of the study to parallel the fluid presentation schedule of the other
groups. However, NE rats were offered SAC on the day their yoked counterpart reached asymptotic extinction. SAC offerings were followed
by 30-min supplemental water presentations to reduce the chance of dehydration. There was never any indication that EU-EXT rats formed
an aversion to water.
4
SR Test Solution = all animals received water only for 29 days and on the 30th day all received 0.3% SAC solution as the SR test solution. Note
that for animals in the NE group this was not a true test of SR, but simply a final CS re-exposure to establish the strength of the CTA prior to
sacrifice.
5
The first number indicates the total number of rats in each group. The second number represents the number of rats that were sacrificed
following asymptotic extinction. The third number represents the number of rats sacrificed following the spontaneous recovery test.
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Fig. 2 – Mean (±SEM) SAC consumption on the day of
asymptotic extinction or spontaneous recovery test. Rats in
the CSO-EXT extinction group drank significantly less SAC
during the SR test than on the day of extinction indicating a
spontaneous recovery of the CTA [* = p < 0.05]. Animals in the
EU-EXT group did not exhibit a SR. SAC drinking at the SR
test was significantly less in the CSO-EXT rats than in the
EU-EXT rats [+ = p < 0.05]. These data indicate that the CS-only
extinction animals showed a SR of the CTA, but the EU-EXT
group did not.

from those observed when the animals had just completed
CTA training.

2.4.

c-Fos immunohistochemistry

Each longitudinal column of the PAG reflected a different
pattern of c-Fos protein expression depending on the extinction method employed and whether the rats were

sacrificed following asymptotic extinction or after the SR test. However, several general themes emerged (see Figs. 4, A–E; 5 & 6). As
compared to rats that maintained their CTA (NE group), EU-EXT
or CSO-EXT animals, having achieved asymptotic extinction, uniformly suppressed c-Fos expression in all 4 longitudinal columns
of the PAG. Rats that underwent the CSO or EU extinction procedures did not differ in the number of cells exhibiting c-Fos expression in the PAG when they reached asymptotic EXT. However
following the SR test, the PAG of EU-EXT rats exhibited a small,
but reliable, increase in c-Fos expression as compared to the PAG
of CSO-EXT animals. Most dramatic were the findings in the
dlPAG where c-Fos protein was detected in more neurons after
the SR test if the rats experienced the EU-EXT procedure instead
of the CSO-EXT procedure. There was also a significant positive
correlation between the number of dlPAG cells expressing c-Fos
and the amount of SAC consumed at the SR test. Rats that drank
more SAC (indicating retention of the extinguished CTA, i.e., a reduced SR) also exhibited more c-Fos-labeled cells in the dlPAG.
This behavioral–anatomical relationship was not seen in the cell
counts of other portions of the PAG.

2.4.1.

Dorsomedial PAG (dmPAG)

When we analyzed the number of cells expressing c-Fos protein
in the dmPAG, a 2-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of extinction treatment [F(2,33) = 7.84, p = 0.002] and a significant interaction between extinction treatment and time of
testing (at asymptotic extinction or at the SR test) [F(2,33) =
4.39, p = 0.020]. Pair-wise group comparisons indicated that,
when rats reached asymptotic extinction through either the
CSO or EU methods, these animals expressed fewer c-Foslabeled cells in the dmPAG than did rats that retained the CTA
(NE group). Despite the fact that the NE rats retained a strong
CTA throughout the study, there was a significant reduction in
the number of neurons expressing c-Fos-like immunoreactivity
as rats in the NE group progressed from the “asymptotic extinction” to the “SR” test. See Fig. 4A. There was not a significant correlation between the amount of SAC consumed during the SR

Fig. 3 – Selected SAC consumption curves for individual animals throughout extinction. The extinction curves of the slowest
animal to extinguish and fastest animal to extinguish are presented from each of the two main experimental groups
(EU-EXT = circles; CSO-EXT = inverted triangles). Rats in the EU-EXT group took a smaller range of days to extinguish than did
rats in the CSO-EXT group.
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Fig. 4 – A–E. The number of c-Fos-labeled cells counted in the entire PAG or its individual longitudinal columns (A= dmPAG;
B =dlPAG; C= lPAG; D= vlPAG; E=total cell counts for entire PAG). CTA extinction generally caused a suppression of PAG c-Fos
expression (in comparison with non-extinguished controls) independent of the extinction methodology employed. The c-Fos
expression that accompanied SR of the CTA was more variable and PAG-column-specific with generally no differences between rats
that went through CSO-EXT or EU-EXT procedures. However, rats that experienced EU-EXT exhibited a significant increase in dlPAG
c-Fos as compared with rats that went through CSO-EXT. *= Statistically significant difference between c-Fos labeling at asymptotic
extinction vs. SR test. The horizontal bars represent significant differences between particular treatment groups - evaluated via
ANOVAs [Extinction Treatment (CSO or EU) ×Test day (Asymptotic EXT or SR)] and Bonferroni post hoc comparisons. α= 0.05.
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test and the number of cells in the dmPAG expressing c-Fos
protein.

consumed during the SR test and the number of cells in the
vlPAG expressing c-Fos protein [r(16)= 0.72, p = 0.001].

2.4.2.

2.4.5.

Dorsolateral PAG (dlPAG)

A 2-way ANOVA investigating the number of cells expressing
c-Fos protein in the dlPAG, revealed a significant main effect
of extinction treatment [F(2,33) = 4.14, p = 0.025] and a significant interaction between extinction treatment and time of
testing (at asymptotic extinction or at the SR test) [F(2,33) =
8.80, p = 0.001]. Pair-wise group comparisons indicated that
rats achieving asymptotic extinction of their CTA through either the CSO or EU-EXT procedures expressed fewer c-Foslabeled neurons than did the NE rats that retained the CTA.
However, rats in the EU-EXT group significantly increased
the number of c-Fos-labeled neurons in the dlPAG following
the SR test (as compared to the EU-EXT rats sacrificed following achievement of asymptotic extinction). Further, after the
SR test, animals in the EU-EXT group exhibited more c-Foslabeled neurons than did either the rats in the CSO-EXT or
NE groups. See Figs. 4B, 5 & 6. There was a significant positive
correlation between the amount of SAC consumed during the
SR test and the number of cells in the dlPAG expressing c-Fos
protein [r(16) = 0.56, p = 0.016].

2.4.3.

Lateral PAG (lPAG)

When we analyzed the number of cells expressing c-Fos protein
in the lPAG, a 2-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect
of extinction treatment [F(2,33) = 7.84, p = 0.002] but not a significant effect of time of testing/sacrifice. Nor was there a significant interaction between extinction treatment and the time of
testing (at asymptotic extinction or at the SR test). Pair-wise
comparisons among the treatment groups indicated that
when rats reached asymptotic extinction through either the
CSO or EU methods, these animals expressed fewer c-Foslabeled cells in the lPAG than did rats that retained the CTA
(NE group). This difference persisted and was also observed following the SR test. However, there were no differences in lPAG
c-Fos expression between the rats in the EU-EXT groups vs.
those in the CSO-EXT groups. See Fig. 4C. There was a significant negative correlation between the amount of SAC consumed during the SR test and the number of cells in the lPAG
expressing c-Fos protein [r(16)= 0.69, p = 0.001].

2.4.4.

Ventrolateral PAG (vlPAG)

The pattern of c-Fos labeled cells in the vlPAG closely paralleled
those in the lPAG. A 2-way ANOVA investigating the number
of cells expressing c-Fos protein in the vlPAG, revealed a significant main effect of extinction treatment [F(2,33) = 5.75, p = 0.007]
but not a significant effect of time of testing/sacrifice. Nor was
there a significant interaction between extinction treatment
and the time of testing (at asymptotic extinction or at the SR
test). Pair-wise comparisons among the treatment groups indicated that when rats reached asymptotic extinction through
either the CSO or EU methods, these animals expressed fewer
c-Fos-labeled cells in the vlPAG than did rats that retained the
CTA (NE group). This difference persisted and was also observed
following the SR test. However, there were no differences in
vlPAG c-Fos expression between the rats in the EU-EXT groups
vs. those in the CSO-EXT groups (see Fig. 4D). There was a significant negative correlation between the amount of SAC

Total PAG (tPAG)

In a final analysis we combined the cell counts for all the longitudinal columns of the PAG. A 2-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of extinction treatment [F(2,33) = 17.90,
p < 0.001] and a significant interaction between extinction
treatment and time of testing (at asymptotic extinction or at
the SR test) [F(2,33) = 8.60, p = 0.001]. Pair-wise group comparisons indicated that, when rats reached asymptotic extinction
through either the CSO or EU methods, these animals
expressed fewer c-Fos-labeled cells in the tPAG than did rats
that retained the CTA (NE group). Despite the fact that the
NE rats retained a strong CTA throughout the study, there
was a significant reduction in the number of neurons expressing c-Fos-like immunoreactivity as rats in the NE group progressed from the “asymptotic extinction” to the “SR” test.
Following SAC consumption at asymptotic extinction, there
was no difference between the number of c-Fos-labeled neurons in the EU-EXT or CSO-EXT groups. However, rats in the
EU-EXT group expressed more c-Fos after the SR test than
they did when they reached asymptotic extinction. Further,
the animals that went through the EU-EXT procedure exhibited more c-Fos-labeled neurons at the SR test than did the
CSO-EXT rats. See Fig. 4E. There was not a significant correlation between the amount of SAC consumed during the SR test
and the number of cells in the tPAG expressing c-Fos protein.

2.4.6.

Analysis of other brain areas

We previously published data representing patterns of c-Fos expression following CTA extinction (Mickley et al., 2004, 2005)
and SR (Mickley et al., 2007) using the CSO method. The data
from the current study closely replicated those findings and
are not reproduced here. Compared to rats that retained a
CTA, extinction and SR of the CTA modulated the number of
c-Fos-labeled neurons in several of the brain areas known to
be engaged in CTA extinction learning: medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC) (prelimbic or infralimbic), gustatory neocortex (GNC),
and amygdala (basolateral or central nuclei) (Mickley et al.,
2004, 2005) and SR (Mickley et al., 2007). But the current study
identified no significant differences between EU-EXT and CSOEXT brains in the number of neurons exhibiting c-Fos expression in these brain areas (data not presented here). This was
true for both animals sacrificed at asymptotic extinction and
following the SR test. Therefore, as long as asymptotic extinction is achieved, the method of CTA extinction employed does
not modify the pattern of c-Fos immunoreactivity in several
brain areas that have been closely associated with both CER
and CTA extinction learning (Herry et al., 2010; Li et al., 2009;
Mickley et al., 2004, 2005; Quirk and Mueller, 2008).

3.

Discussion

3.1.

General summary

As we reported previously (Mickley et al., 2009), extinction
learning that employed the EU-EXT procedure of disassociating
the CS and US produced more rapid extinction of a CTA and also
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Fig. 5 – Distribution of c-Fos immunoreactivity within the
PAG following the SR test. Each of the bars represents 100% of
the c-Fos-labeled neurons and the shaded areas represent
the distribution among the longitudinal columns of the PAG.
Following the SR test, brains of rats that went through the
EU extinction procedure contained proportionally more
c-Fos-labeled cells in the dlPAG than in other longitudinal
columns of this midbrain structure.

inhibited spontaneous recovery of this defensive reaction to a
learned fear. Our immunohistochemical analysis revealed that
c-Fos expression throughout the PAG was significantly lower
in rats that underwent either CTA extinction procedure (CSO
or EU) as compared to animals that maintained a CTA (NE
group). Further, our data indicated that the number of neurons
expressing c-Fos protein in the dlPAG was higher in rats failing
to show a significant SR (EU-EXT group) as compared to those
exhibiting a SR of the CTA (CSO group). The number of c-Foslabeled neurons in the dlPAG was significantly correlated with
the amount of SAC consumed at the SR test. These data are consistent with other studies indicating that the midbrain PAG, and
the dlPAG in particular, are important in modulating defensive
responses to conditioned fears (Bittencourt et al., 2004; Moreira
et al., 2009). However, it is the first study to identify a possible
role for the PAG in CTA extinction and SR.

3.2.

The PAG and defensive behaviors

The midbrain PAG is a functionally heterogeneous structure
(Carrive, 1993). Classic studies of this brain area indicate that
it plays important roles in CNS mechanisms of pain (Willis,
1988), cardiovascular functioning (Carrive et al., 1988), and
production of defensive/protective behaviors (Carrive, 1993).
Considerable recent attention has focused on active and passive emotional coping (Bandler et al., 2000) and conditioned
and non-conditioned fear reactions that may be mediated by
neurons in the PAG (Vianna and Brandao, 2003). The PAG is
well situated to receive projections from various limbic forebrain areas (e.g., central amygdala, mPFC) and send afferents
to the spinal cord in the expression of fear behaviors (LeDoux
et al., 1988). Thus, evidence builds supporting the idea that the
PAG is an important site for the registration of fear, fear
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memories, defensive reactions to these memories, or even
changes in the representations of these memories.
This work has been supplemented by interest in the PAG's
longitudinal columns and the distinct functional roles they
may play in the production, or elimination, of fear (Bandler
et al., 2000; Vianna and Brandao, 2003). The different longitudinal columns of the PAG likely play different roles in producing different defensive behaviors. For example, Borelli et al.
(2006) have reported that c-Fos expression in the dmPAG is
prominent during freezing responses whereas the dlPAG exhibits more activity during escape. Other investigators have
suggested a broader role for dlPAG indicating that it mediates
both passive and active emotional coping (Keay and Bandler,
2001) and fight or flight reactions (e.g., running, jumping,
blood pressure increase, tachycardia, and blood flow redistribution; Morgan et al., 1998). The vlPAG has been confirmed
as an important structure for the expression of fear responses
(De Oca et al., 1998; LeDoux et al., 1988) and for extinction
learning (McNally et al., 2004, 2005).
In particular, McNally and colleagues have built a strong
case that extinction of conditioned fear is mediated through
activation of neurons in the vlPAG (McNally, 2005) and that
endogenous opioids and μ-opioid receptors are critical to
fear extinction (McNally et al., 2004; McNally et al., 2005). Our
data are, in some ways, consistent with the proposition that
the vlPAG plays a role in extinction because we saw a significant difference between the numbers of c-Fos-positive cells
in the vlPAG of extinguished vs. non-extinguished rats. However, here we also report that this difference was not specific
since it was seen in all 4 longitudinal columns of the PAG.
There are numerous intrinsic connections within the PAG
(Beitz, 1982) that may have helped distribute activity in this
structure and mediate common functions. For example,
Vianna et al. (2001) reported that common functions (e.g.,
the species-specific defense response of freezing) may be mediated by both dorsal PAG and vlPAG. On the other hand, reciprocal interactions between dlPAG and ventral PAG have
been proposed (De Oca et al., 1998) that would suggest that
we should expect quite different activity in these portions of
the structure at least during acquisition and expression of defensive responses. Further, McNally et al. (2004) have reported
that microinjections of naloxone into the dorsal PAG do not
impair the extinction of fear conditioning whereas the same
injections in the vlPAG block the extinction process. For a
more-complete discussion of the functional differentiation
between the vlPAG and dlPAG subdivisons see Vianna and
Brandao (2003) who have proposed that defensive reactions
mediated by the PAG subdivisions may depend on the perceived proximity of the danger. Perhaps a CTA produces a
fear or anxiety that could be perceived as more-remote, in
time or probability, than that produced by a predator or
through experimental manipulation of foot shocks delivered
in a CER paradigm. Further exploration of this theory is
warranted.

3.3.

PAG and CTA acquisition, extinction, and SR

We observed relatively high numbers of c-Fos expressing neurons in the rats that retained a CTA (NE group) and a consistent
decrease in PAG c-Fos-labeled neurons that accompanied CTA
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Extinction

Spontaneous Recovery

NE

NE

CSO-EXT

EU-EXT

CSO-EXT

EU-EXT

Fig. 6 – C-Fos expression in the dlPAG following either asymptotic extinction of a CTA or a spontaneous recovery test. Either
method of CTA extinction employed (CSO or EU) reduced c-Fos expression in the dlPAG as compared to non-extinguished (NE) rats.
This reduction was also observed in several other longitudinal columns of the PAG (see Fig. 4). After the SR test, rats that
underwent the EU-EXT procedure failed to show a spontaneous recovery of their CTA and also expressed more c-Fos-labeled
neurons in the dlPAG than did CSO-EXT or NE control animals. The space on the right of each image is the cerebral aqueduct.

extinction. These data are consistent with other reports suggesting that enhanced c-Fos-like immunoreactivity occurs
when rats are anxious or fearful, e.g., during exposure to a natural predator (Canteras and Goto, 1999) or when they have developed a conditioned place aversion (Zanoveli et al., 2007).
Reversal of these effects may be expected if a fear was extinguished. We observed such a reduction in c-Fos expression in
the brains of our rats that had undergone CTA extinction.
We present evidence that c-Fos expression in the PAG does
not merely represent the amount of SAC consumed or the

sensory aspects of this sweet taste. For example, the NE rats
retained their CTA (and drank almost no SAC) but the number
of c-Fos-labeled neurons in most of the longitudinal columns (except lPAG) changed in the time between the end of “extinction”
and the “SR” measures for these animals. Likewise, the EU-EXT
rats did not exhibit a SR and drank similar amounts of SAC during
asymptotic extinction and at the SR test while simultaneously
exhibiting different levels of c-Fos expression in the dlPAG.
Thus the volume of SAC consumed was not always a good predictor of the number of c-Fos-labeled PAG neurons we observed.
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If the change in the number of c-Fos-labeled PAG cells does
not simply represent SAC ingestion or sensation then what
does this alteration in c-Fos expression from extinction to SR
actually mean? There is some evidence that the pattern of
PAG c-Fos labeling we observed is a reflection of associative/
disassociative processes. For example, our data suggest that
extinction of a CTA is accompanied by a general reduction
of PAG neuronal activity and that enhancement of the dlPAG
c-Fos expression, in particular, may be correlated with protection from SR. However, we should recognize that other explanations are possible as well. During the 30-day latency period
following asymptotic extinction rats drank only water. However, on the SR test day they were again confronted with
SAC. The shock of being re-exposed to the once-aversive (or
still aversive) taste might be reflected in our c-Fos data. In
fact, McNally et al. (2004) proposed that the vlPAG contributes
information about the mismatch between the actual and
expected outcome of a CS presentation and sends it to the
amygdala via pathways employing NMDA-glutamate receptors (Cole and McNally, 2010; McNally and Westbrook, 2010).
Re-experiencing a SAC CS after a 30-day hiatus may produce
such a mismatch.
C-Fos protein expression in the PAG, and the dlPAG in particular, is enhanced in rats that underwent EU-EXT and show
no SR of the CTA. However, it is important to note that our
data are correlative and do not indicate that more c-fos in
the dlPAG causes suppression of SR. Future studies in our laboratory are aimed at determining if manipulation of dlPAG
can reverse or potentiate these effects thereby revealing the
extent to which dlPAG controls SR of this defensive reaction
to a learned fear.
In a related study, Bruchey and Gonzalez-Lima (2006) used
flurodeoxyglucose mapping and structural equation modeling
to assess brain activity that is associated with contextdependent fear extinction and renewal. They noted that activity of vlPAG neurons was significantly correlated with freezing
behavior associated with the re-emergence (renewal) of a
once-extinguished conditioned fear response. Infralimbic
mPFC effects on the vlPGA were found to be negative following extinction and near zero at renewal. Influences coming
from the amygdala showed a reversal of sign indicating that
an increase in activity in the lateral and central-medial amygdala may lead to a proportional decrease in vlPAG activity
after extinction while an increase in amygdala activity at
renewal may lead to an increase in vlPAG activity (Bruchey
et al., 2007). These effects were not seen in dorsal PAG and
dlPAG, specifically, was not sampled. Still, the data suggest
that renewal, a learning phenomenon that has several common features with SR, engages portions of the PAG through
connections with forebrain structures.
As described in the introduction, CTA extinction is mediated by several brain areas that also subserve classical fear conditioning (e.g., produced by tone + shock pairings) (Floyd et al.,
2000; Pare et al., 2004; Peters et al., 2009; Price, 2005; Ulrich-Lai
and Herman, 2009) and the extinction of conditioned fears
(Quirk and Mueller, 2008). For example, c-Fos protein immunohistochemical analyses have demonstrated that the
mPFC, basolateral amygdala (BLA), and GNC play a significant
role in CTA extinction (Mickley et al., 2004, 2005). Furthermore,
it has been shown that neural activity in both the mPFC and
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GNC is significantly altered during SR of a CTA (Mickley
et al., 2007). The anatomical connections between these structures and the PAG (for review, see Saper, 1995; Jasmin et al.,
2004; Mota-Ortiz et al., 2009) lead us to investigate a possible
role for the PAG in CTA extinction and SR.
The PAG is not part of the classic neuroanatomical pathway
known to mediate CTA acquisition (Yamamoto, 1993; Yamamoto
and Fujimoto, 1991; Yamamoto et al., 1994,1997) although it communicates with brain areas that are part of that pathway (e.g.,
amygdala, parabrachial nucleus; see Beitz, 1982; Krout et al.,
1998; Saper, 1995). In fact, lesion studies indicate that neither
vlPAG nor dlPAG lesions impair the acquisition of a CTA (De Oca
et al., 1998). On the contrary, Blair and Amit (1981) reported that
PAG lesions reversed a CTA — but only if it was produced
using morphine as the US. Therefore, the extent to which
CTAs may be mediated by PAG neurons remains ambiguous.
Although CTA has been described as a defensive reaction
to a learned fear (Parker, 2003), the extent to which fear mediates the aversion is also not settled (Akirav et al., 2009). The
CTA is a form of aversive learning that is certainly biologically
meaningful and it has distinct characteristics (Domjan, 1993)
that may make it a useful model as we seek therapies for anxiety disorders such as phobias and PTSD. For example, robust
CTAs are readily acquired with few CS + US pairings even
when CS and US are not presented in close temporal proximity. Moreover, like cases of PTSD, CTAs can be quite tenacious
and extinction may take weeks or months (Domjan, 1993;
Nolan et al., 1997). It has yet to be determined if these distinct
characteristics of the CTA phenomenon help explain the differences in anatomical substrate reported between extinction/SR of CTAs and conditioned fears produced through
tone + footshock pairings.
It should be noted that the differences in c-Fos labeling in the
dlPAG observed between rats that experienced an SR of a CTA
and those that did not exhibit an SR were small, but reliable.
The generally low number of cells in the PAG expressing c-Fos
protein immunoreactivity may be attributed somewhat to our
strict cell counting criteria (see Experimental procedure) but it
could also reflect quite subtle functional alterations. There is a
natural tendency to associate functional alterations with greatly enhanced c-Fos expression. But how many cells must show
“activity” before a function change can be expected? Recently,
it has been noted that very small populations (e.g., <1%) of neurons in other brain areas can produce dramatic behavioral
changes (see Witten et al., 2010).

3.4.

Summary and conclusions

We present data indicating that, as compared to rats that
retained their CTA, rats that extinguished their CTA showed
suppression in the number of c-Fos-labeled neurons in all 4 longitudinal columns of the PAG. We also report column-specific
changes in c-Fos protein expression at the time of the SR test.
There was a reliable increase in c-Fos expression in dorsolateral
PAG (dlPAG) in the brains of rats that went through the EU-EXT
procedure (and did not show SR of the CTA) as compared with
those that went through the more-traditional CSO extinction
procedure (and exhibited a significant SR of the CTA). The number of c-Fos-labeled neurons in the dlPAG was significantly correlated with the amount of SAC consumed at the SR test.
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Surprisingly, the brains of EU-extinguished rats and CS-only
extinguished rats did not differ in the number of c-Fos-labeled
neurons in GNC, mPFC, BLA, or the central nucleus of the amygdala. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of
changes in neural activity indicating a possible role for PAG
neurons in CTA extinction and SR.

animals were injected with lithium chloride (LiCl; 81 mg/kg, i.
p.), which was followed by a presentation of tap water for
30 min to prevent dehydration. Days 2, 4, and 6 served as rest
days to further facilitate hydration of the rats. On these days
the animals received two 30-minute presentations of water separated by 15 min, to mimic the conditioning days.

4.4.

4.

Experimental procedure

4.1.

Subjects

The subjects were male Sprague–Dawley rats (weight = 436.71 ±
12.93; mean ± SEM) supplied by Charles-River Laboratories;
Wilmington, MA. Throughout the experiment the animals
were housed in plastic ‘shoe box’ cages (20 cm× 22 cm× 20 cm
deep) equipped with wire tops and filled with corncob bedding
(Bed o'cobbs, Andersons Industrial Products, Maumee, OH).
Home cage temperature was maintained at 23–26 °C with 30%
humidity, ±5%. The animals were kept on a 12:12 h light:dark
schedule (lights on at 0600 h). Rats had free access to food (Purina Rodent Chow, No. 5001, PMI Nutrition International, Brentwood, MO), and underwent 23-hour fluid deprivation as
described below. All animals were handled briefly during daily
weighings and injections.
Procedures were approved by the Baldwin-Wallace College
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animals were
procured and cared for according to the recommendations in
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National
Research Council, 1996) and in compliance with the Animal
Welfare Act.

4.2.

Drugs and solutions

All chemicals were purchased from the Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO). Lithium chloride (LiCl) was dissolved in physiological saline to produce a final concentration
of 81 mg/ml and was administered at a dose of 81 mg/kg (i.p.).
Saccharin salt was dissolved in deionized water to create a
final concentration of 0.3%, by mass, saccharin solution (SAC).
Vehicle control injections were 0.9% saline given in the same
volume as was the LiCl. All consummatory tests (SAC or
water) involved a single bottle. A 1-bottle test is more sensitive
for detecting between-group differences in the strength of CTA
learning than is a 2-bottle test (Batsell and Best, 1993; Liang
et al., 2011).

4.3.

CTA conditioning

Rats were conditioned and tested in their home cages. All contextual cues were kept constant throughout each phase of the
study. Two days prior to the start of the experiment, rats
began a 23-hour water deprivation cycle. Rats were given a
1-h presentation of liquid at the same time each day (1200–
1300 h). This brief acclimation to the fluid deprivation schedule
ensured that animals were motivated to drink SAC (the CS)
when it was first presented. Fluid consumption was recorded
daily to the nearest tenth of a gram. CTA conditioning lasted
6 days. Animals were presented with 0.3% saccharin solution
(SAC) for 30 min on days 1, 3, and 5. During a 15-minute latency

CTA extinction

After day 6 of the conditioning phase, the extinction phase of
our study began. The animals were maintained on the 23-h
fluid deprivation schedule and were randomly assigned to
one of 2 CTA extinction conditions: (1) CS-Only Extinction
(CSO-EXT) or (2) Explicitly Unpaired Extinction (EU-EXT).
Other rats were randomly assigned to the No Extinction (NE)
condition. Both of the extinction procedures effectively reduce
the strength of the CR (saccharin water avoidance; see Mickley
et al., 2009) but may do so via very different means that are
still being explored. Unlike the more-traditional CS-only extinction procedure, the EU procedure, for example, may inhibit the conditioned response by causing habituation of the US
or by the CS losing its excitatory value due to the emergence
of reinstatement effects during US-only trials (Rauhut et al.,
2001; Thomas et al., 2005).
During this phase of the study, rats were presented with SAC
(odd days) or water (even days) for 30 min every-other day, followed by a 15-minute latency (in which no fluid was offered),
and then by a 30-minute presentation of water. On water-only
(odd) days, animals were also given an injection of LiCl (81 mg/
kg, i.p.) if they were assigned to the EU group or SAL if they
were assigned to the CSO group. Animals in the NE group were
not re-exposed to SAC during this phase but instead received
water only on a schedule that paralleled the fluid availability
for the other groups of animals. The NE rats were randomly
yoked to animals going through the CSO or EU-EXT procedures
and given a single SAC exposure on the same day their pair
reached asymptotic extinction or were tested for SR of the
CTA (see below). The NE rats were also sacrificed on the same
day as their yoked counterpart. Refer to Table 1 for group assignments and corresponding treatments throughout extinction. The animals were maintained in this regimen until they
reached the asymptotic extinction criterion of ≥90% reacceptance of SAC (i.e., 90% of baseline SAC consumption).
As a first step in evaluating the degree to which the rats in
this study had extinguished their CTA, we needed to estimate
levels of baseline familiar SAC drinking. However, recording
several days of baseline SAC pre-exposure in our animals
would have impeded future CTA training, due to latent inhibition effects (Bakner et al., 1991). Moreover, we also wanted to
record SAC consumption over several days to avoid the bias
associated with the rat's initial hesitation to consume novel
substances (i.e., neophobia; Gillan and Domjan, 1977). Therefore, baseline SAC consumption was determined by averaging
SAC consumption on the third day of exposure from a separate
group (N = 10) of similarly-sized rats (mean consumption ±
SEM = 17.57 ± 1.29 ml) (Mickley et al., 2004). In order to confirm
that this method of determining baseline SAC consumption
was appropriate, we also measured the SAC consumption of
a group of rats that were exposed to SAC and LiCl but did not
have the US and CS paired. The SAC consumption of this
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group represented normal enhanced acceptance of the sweet
tasting liquid in the absence of conditioned avoidance. The animals that experienced these explicitly unpaired CS-US exposures over 3 days drank amounts of SAC equivalent to those
animals that only drank SAC over the same time period.
These data validated our method of estimating baseline SAC
consumption as a comparison point to determine 90% reacceptance of SAC as asymptotic extinction.

4.5.

Spontaneous recovery (SR)

After reaching asymptotic extinction, animals (and their
yoked NE counterparts) entered a latency period of 29 days,
during which they received two 30-minute presentations of
only tap water daily (separated by 15 min), without injections
of any sort. This procedure corresponded to the temporal
characteristics of the previous CTA and EXT training regimens. On day 30 following asymptotic extinction, animals
were presented with SAC for 30 min, in order to test the degree of spontaneous recovery of the CTA.

4.6.

c-Fos protein immunohistochemical analysis

The immediate early gene c-Fos has been proposed to be a
“third messenger” molecule that bridges the gap between
short-term intracellular signals and long-term physical changes
in pre- and post-synaptic membranes (Sagar et al., 1988). As
such, c-Fos protein labeling has frequently been used as a metabolic marker of synaptic stimulation (Herrera and Robertson,
1996). Further, c-Fos protein immunohistochemistry has been
used to identify brain areas involved in not only the sensory experiences of a CS and US but also the associative processes that
mediate a CTA (Swank and Bernstein, 1994; Swank et al., 1995).
Moreover, the use of c-fos antisense has been helpful in determining that c-Fos protein is a specific physiological substrate
of CTA formation and EXT (Lamprecht and Dudai, 1996; Swank
et al., 1996).
Rats were sacrificed 90 min following the end of the last
SAC exposure (following asymptotic extinction, or following
the SR test — see Table 1) in preparation for c-Fos protein immunohistochemical analysis. This timing was employed because c-Fos expression is highest between 90 and 120 min
after post-synaptic neuronal activity (Herrera and Robertson,
1996). All rats were given access to SAC water before perfusion
to control for c-Fos expression that may be directly caused by
the sensation of a sweet taste. All rats in this study drank at
least some SAC on the last day of the experiment.
Before perfusion, rats were deeply anesthetized with sodium
pentobarbital (100 mg/kg, i.p.). Each rat was then transcardially
perfused with 300–500 ml of heparinized saline followed by 300–
500 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde. The brains were immediately
removed, placed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and stored at ~4 °C.
Eight hours later, the brains were transferred to a cryoprotectant solution (30% sucrose mixed in phosphate buffered saline
with 0.01% thimerosal) and kept at ~4 °C until they were sliced.
Brains were sliced in the coronal plane at 40 μm using a freezing
microtome and stored in phosphate buffered saline containing
0.2% sodium azide until they were assayed for c-Fos protein immunoreactivity as previously described (Hsu et al., 1981; Mickley
et al., 2004). Afterward, brain sections were mounted on gelatin
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and chrom-alum coated slides, dehydrated, counterstained
with neutral red, and cover slipped with Permount™.
To ensure that negative c-Fos expression was not a result of
faulty staining procedures, we employed a positive control procedure as described by Rinaman et al. (1997). Adult male rats
(not engaged in the CTA study) received an injection of 8% saline solution (2.0 ml/100 g, i.p.) to produce an osmotic thirst,
which leads to certain c-Fos expression in the periventricular
nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus. Ninety minutes later, the
rats were given a supra-lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital
(100 mg/kg, i.p.), perfused, and prepared for c-Fos immunohistochemical procedures. Brain slices including the PVN from
these animals were included in all the immunohistochemical
assays of the experimental and control groups to ensure that
successful staining had occurred. If positive staining was not
observed in the positive control sections, the entire assay was
discarded. Likewise, in order to ensure that artifacts associated
with counter-staining were not counted, negative control brain
sections were included along with each assay and treated as described above but were not incubated in the primary antibody.
Slides were viewed with 20× magnification using an
Olympus™ BX-60 microscope equipped with an AxioCam
MRc5 camera connected to a computer running Carl
Zeiss AxioVision™ v. 4.5 software (Carl Zeiss Microimaging,
Germany). The PAG was located using standard demarcations
(Paxinos and Watson, 1998) between −7.2 and −8.2 mm posterior
to bregma. For detailed analysis, we further divided the PAG into
the four recognized major longitudinal columns: Dorsomedial
PAG (dmPAG); Dorsolateral PAG (dlPAG); Lateral PAG (lPAG) and
Ventrolateral PAG (vlPAG). Cells were counted as expressing positive c-Fos protein immunoreactivity based on the visualization
of a black, punctate, round and uniformly stained neuronal nucleus using standards as described in Mickley et al. (2007). The
observer was blind to the experimental condition of the rats.
Although a single coronal section was analyzed per brain
area for each animal, we have determined that this method
produces cell counts not significantly different from those in
close-by sections. Parametric studies indicate a high correlation [r(15) = 0.98; p < 0.01] between the cell counts in one of
our brain sections and counts from the same brain area
found in sections 80–160 μm anterior or posterior. Moreover,
the cell counts in these close-by sections are not significantly
different from one another.

4.7.

Statistical analysis

Pair-wise group comparisons of the behavioral data were accomplished using t-tests. We used two-way ANOVAs to assess the effects of the extinction methods on c-Fos cell counts in various
brain areas at the end of extinction or after the SR test [Extinction
treatment (CSO-EXT, EU-EXT or NE) ×Test (Asymptotic extinction or SR test)]. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were performed
via Bonferroni-corrected t-tests. We predicted changes in PAG
c-Fos expression as rats moved from asymptotic extinction to
the SR test. Therefore, in some cases a priori planned comparisons between the c-Fos cell counts in rats sacrificed following asymptotic extinction vs. those sacrificed following the SR tests
also employed Bonferroni-corrected t-tests. Finally, in order to
evaluate the relationship between the behavioral indicators of
CTA SR and the number of c-Fos-labeled neurons we performed
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Pearson r multivariate correlations between data representing
the SAC consumption at the SR test and the c-Fos cell counts
in each longitudinal column of the PAG. All analyses were facilitated through the use of the PASW, Statistics 17.0 (IBM Corp,
Somers, NY). An α = 0.05 was adopted throughout.
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